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oppressed - those communities of people who have been made slaves, 
murdered, pillaged, exploited to the point of death, treated like ‘animals’... 
The uprising of the oppressed against the oppressor is a recurring theme in 
these stories. These stories range from ‘Les Miserable’, to the Vietnamese 
JCECLB� �2FÑLF�%G×LE�
�UFCPC� ?� @MW�EPCU� RM�EGE?LRGA� NPMNMPRGMLQ� RM� ČEFR�
the Chinese, to ‘Star Wars’. We humans seem to be able to empathize 
UGRF�FSK?L�QSċCPGLE
�WCR�DCU�MD�SQ�QCCK�RM�@C�?@JC�RM�CKN?RFGXC�UGRF�RFC�
QSċCPGLE�MD�LML�FSK?L�DMPKQ
�G�C��?LGK?JQ
�NJ?LRQ
�RFC�C?PRF
�CRA��

That revolutionary narrative also pervades the culture in Vietnam. It’s 
a deliberate, albeit rather hackneyed, revolutionary narrative imposed 
through the educational system, the propaganda posters and billboards, 
?LB�RFC�KCBG?���LB�GR�GQ�RFGQ�GBC?�RF?R�'�UMPI�GLRM�RFC�ČJK
�?�AMLTCPQ?RGML
�
activated by a sense of urgency and fueled by characters needing to rise 
from their oppressive condition. I thought it’d be an interesting scenario 
to imagine that the wandering ghost of the last rhino poached in Vietnam 
in 2010 would approach, in order to recruit, the last giant softshell turtle 
ILMUL�RM�F?TC�FCJNCB�MLC�MD�RFC�ČPQR�IGLEQ�MD�4GCRL?K�BCDC?R�RFC�!FGLCQC�
by bringing him a sword from the bottom of the lake. 

ZB: I’m curious about your claiming a ‘defeatist’ position with this project. I mean, 
we need to start unpacking the reason as to why these animals are hunted. The 
human perception of these animals are near mythical - their perceived ‘power’ 
?L�GLRPGLQGA�BPGTC�DMP�RFCGP�čCQF��?LB�RFSQ�RP?BGRGML?J�KCBGAGLC�KGLCQ�RFC�QNGPGRS?J�
power of these animals as a necessary element of self-cultivation). Is self-
cultivation ‘defeatist’? Where does this idea of ‘self-cultivation’ originate?

TAN: We can not imagine a world without humans. It’s beyond us. 
It's the bug in our programming. It’s our trap and our downfall…  
“Cogito Ergo Sum/I think therefore I am”. Therefore, to attempt to present 
a scenario of a world devoid of humans [a world where “I am not” or “We 
are not”] to which the ones to gain something from such a presentation 
are humans themselves, is a paradox. That’s my initial reasoning behind 
thinking of it as a defeatist exercise. Maybe it’s an existential question. 
Why would we want to, or why would anybody think we need to, imagine 
?�UMPJB�UGRFMSR�FSK?LQ��5C�TC�AMKC�AJMQC
�?Q�CVCKNJGČCB�GL�RFC�NMNSJ?P�

apocalyptic narratives like ‘The Walking Dead’ or ‘I Am Legend’ or ‘The Road’ 
or ‘28 Days Later’, the list goes on and on. But in these stories, there are still 
humans, and they “live on” in order to tell or re-tell the story. I’d be interested 
RM�QCC�?�ČJK�UGRFMSR�?LW�RP?AC�MD�FSK?LQ�?R�?JJ
�LMP�CTCL�XMK@GCQ�MP�FSK?L�
J?LES?EC�TMGAC�MTCPQ��&?Q�?LW@MBW�?RRCKNRCB�RM�K?IC�?�ČJK�QNCAGČA?JJW�DMP�
animals to watch? If not, that would be my next project. 

As much as I am fascinated with the question of why humans target certain 
animals and push them to extinction, I am also aware that the reasons we 
do such things, on a higher level, will never be answered. Our relationship 
with the animal world is complex. We have developed with the animal world 
for over hundreds of thousands of years. There are things that have become 
embedded in our mental programming. 

Animist beliefs have been so weaved into Vietnam’s cultural fabric that we can 
see how evident these beliefs are in today’s social-cultural situation. Through 
?LGKGQR�@CJGCDQ�RFCPC�U?Q�?�BGċCPCLR�PCJ?RGMLQFGN�RM�RFC�L?RSP?J�UMPJB��.CMNJC�
were humbled by the cycles of life and death in ways that kept a certain 
balance. But it’s also a double-edged sword. While animist beliefs gave us a 
sense of respect and humility to the natural world in the past, the economic 
systems that pervade and determine our motivations now have turned those 
beliefs into reasons for consumption.

We understand that there are myths - such as rhino horn cures cancer or that 
tiger bone makes you stronger. These become starting points to causes of 
CVRGLARGML
�K?ELGČCB�@W�RFC�BCTCJMNKCLR�MD�RFC�CAMLMKGCQ�GL�NJ?ACQ�UFGAF�
have brought the level of consumption to critical levels. We consume. We now 
ČLB�U?WQ�RM�BCJGTCP�RFC�KC?LQ�MD�AMLQSKNRGML�?Q�CĎAGCLRJW�?Q�NMQQG@JC�?LB�GL�
as much quantity as possible. And maybe that’s the real issue at stake. 

The irony of self-cultivation is that it is defeatist. The more we attempt to 
make the human better, the more we make the situation for humans worse 
The more we know the more we realize we don’t know. Our evolution is our 
de-evolution. I remember during a conversation once that you said, “Man’s 
imagination is the death of him.” I completely agree. Our imagination has 
helped us survive but it’s also lead us to extinction, a complete destruction 
MD�MSP�NJ?LCR��+P��0FGLM�GL�RFC�ČJK�NSRQ�GR�LGACJW�UFCL�FC�Q?WQ�RF?R��"GQAMTCPW�
is a human concept. Humans like to discover so that they could exploit and 
destroy.”

8-#� 322��8 ���'�PCACLRJW�U?RAFCB�� J?BC�0SLLCP��������'R�GQ�?L�SRRCPJW�BCQMJ?RC
�
yet stunningly alluring landscape that is pictured, where a replicant is tasked to 
hunt down and kill ‘the child’ – the miracle controversy of a union between a human 
and a machine. As the narrative unfolds we are taken to several psychological and 
physical spaces that sit on the edge of human habitat, where love and lust are 
ČEKCLRQ�MD�NCPACNRGML���NCPACNRGMLQ�J?PECJW�CLF?LACB�MP�SLBCPKGLCB�@W�?�LC?P�
blind adherence to the realm of technology and its supposed capacity to give life 
eternal. I walked out of the cinema with images of your Empty Forest foremost in 
my mind – sculptures of endangered animals in near-Frankenstein experiments, 
their valued body parts re-assembled in forms uncannily recalling ancient Greek 
?PAFCRWNCQ��RFGLI�RFC�FMPQC�K?L��ACLR?SP��MP�RFC�EM?R�K?L��Q?RWP����$MP�KC
�RFC�
link between the dark American wasteland populated in 'Blade Runner', and your 
Vietnamese tropic of post-Disneyesque neglect in Empty Forest, is that both 
J?LBQA?NCQ�?PC�L?PP?RCB�@W�RFC�LC?P�CVRGLAR���MLJW�GL�WMSP�ČARGML�RFC�L?PP?RMP�GQ�
LMR�RFC�K?AFGLC
�@SR�RFC�čCQF��?LB�RFC�DMASQ�GQ�LMR�RM�?LLGFGJ?RC��RFC�AFGJB�
�@SR�
to press pause and interrogate this potential ‘hybrid’. In your Empty Forest the 
interrogation takes place not in a courtroom or a medical clinic, but a kind of 
XMM�UFCPC�?�QCPGCQ�MD�QASJNRSP?J�@C?QRQ�?LB�ČJKGA��BMASKCLRQ��?PC�K?BC�?JJ�RFC�
more complex when I remind myself that this is actually a landscape unfolding 
not in the presumed private pleasure of a menagerie, but in the public space of a 
contemporary art gallery. But what is the purpose of this ‘interrogation’ – what 
exactly is the potential crime?

23ϙ,��,"0#5�,%37ϯ,��2�,���'R�Q�D?QAGL?RGLE
�RFC�CVRCLR�RM�UFGAF�KCBG?�
MAASNGCQ�MSP�KCLR?JQA?NCQ�?LB�RFC�CVRCLR�RM�UFGAF�ČJKQ�JGIC�� J?BC�0SLLCP��
can inject these sublime landscapes into our psyche… I just recently saw 
�5?P�DMP�RFC�.J?LCR�MD�RFC��NCQ��������
�RFC�J?QR�GL�?�LCUCP�RPGJMEW�@?QCB�SNML�
RFC�MPGEGL?J�LMTCJ�UPGRRCL�GL������@W�$PCLAF�UPGRCP
�.GCPPC� MSJJC�� MSJJC�Q�
LMTCJ�?LB�RFC�K?LW�ČJK�?B?NR?RGMLQ�@?QCB�SNML�RFC�LMTCJ
�CVNJMPC�?�DSRSPC�
scenario where apes become the ‘intelligent’ species on Earth and rule over 
FSK?LQ�� 1M� GR� GQ� RFPMSEF� RFCQC� ČARGML?J� L?PP?RGTCQ
� N?PRGASJ?PJW� RFPMSEF�
QAG�Č
� RF?R� UC� FSK?LQ� F?TC� @CESL� RM� GK?EGLC� QACL?PGMQ� MD� CVRGLARGML
�
an end to the world inhabited and pushed to ruin by human egotism and 
AMLQSKNRGML��-D� AMSPQC�MSP�QAG�Č�L?PP?RGTCQ�QRGJJ� NMQGR� RFC�FSK?L�?R� RFC�
center, or a force to be reckoned with at the center of the narrative. If there 
was a crime, it is that. That we have always put ourselves at the center and 
it’s now unraveling. Although my instinct wouldn’t be to impose a moral 

judgement upon the context, but I do understand your metaphor of ‘crime’ 
here in this instance. Still, it seems ‘crime’ might be too ironic, since it is 
NPCAGQCJW�FSK?LGRW�RF?R�UGJJ�QSċCP�DPMK�GRQ�MUL�CEMRGQRGA?J�U?WQ�MD�QSPTGT?J�

ZB: ... and curiously enough your Empty Forest is thus deliberately devoid of 
FSK?LQ��?LB�JGIC��5?P�DMP�RFC�.J?LCR�MD�RFC��NCQ��WMS�GLTCQR�GL�RFC�L?PP?RGTC�MD�
the hunted and oppressed. 

I liken your exhibition as a scene of interrogation, for these objects and images 
remind how human desire and belief could be argued as the core crime of 
AMLQAGMSQLCQQ��RFGLI�RFC�FGQRMPW�MD�QJ?TCPW�?LB�AMJMLG?J�CVNJMGRQ��MP�RFC�NCPQGQRCLAC�
MD�QCV�RP?ĎAIGLE
�LMR�RM�KCLRGML�RFC�AMPC�RMNGA�FCPC�MD�CLB?LECPCB�UGJBJGDC��� SR�
here, we have solicited ‘useful’ information from these creatures, these animals 
NMQQCQQGLE� QNGPGRS?J� QGELGČA?LAC� NPMNMSLBCB� @W� RP?BGRGML?J� KCBGAGLC� GL� !FGL?�
and Vietnam. Despite the fact that pangolin scale and rhino horn have chemical 
equivalents today, it is the belief that these substances are divined from these 
creatures that traditional medicine implies heals human ailments. As you say, this 
placing of ourselves at the center is now unraveling, you picture an aftermath of 
this ‘use’, and it’s a surreal dimension of hybrid mementos, experiments perhaps 
SLČLGQFCB�MP�WCR�RM�@CEGL��'�UMLBCP�GD�WMSP�CKNJMWKCLR�MD�RFC��FW@PGB��GQ�GL�QWLCPEW�
MP�PCčCARGML�MD�4GCRL?KCQC�QNGPGRS?J�@CJGCDQ�

TAN: The installation in the gallery is an attempt to imagine a world without 
humans. It’s a defeatist proposition. It’s actually humans that complete the 
work.  

3LJGIC� RFC� GLQR?JJ?RGML� GL� RFC� CVFG@GRGML
� RFC� RUM�AF?LLCJ� ČJK� GRQCJD� GQL�R�
devoid of humans although it foregrounds a multitude of animal forms - 
living, dead, preserved, replicated, hybridized and imagined. The viewing 
experience might be that the scenes are devoid of humans because we, 
as humans, have such an obsession with the animal form that we might 
QMKCFMU�MTCPJMMI�RFC�NCMNJC�KMTGLE�UGRFGL�RFC�DP?KCQ��2FC�ČJK�BCQGPCQ�RM�
bring to the surface the complex relationship between humans and animals. 
It’s a twisted relationship to say the least, fraught with contradictions and 
saturated with dependency and violence. Our human histories and the 
narratives that have come out of those histories are very much about the 



oppressed - those communities of people who have been made slaves, 
murdered, pillaged, exploited to the point of death, treated like ‘animals’... 
The uprising of the oppressed against the oppressor is a recurring theme in 
these stories. These stories range from ‘Les Miserable’, to the Vietnamese 
JCECLB� �2FÑLF�%G×LE�
�UFCPC� ?� @MW�EPCU� RM�EGE?LRGA� NPMNMPRGMLQ� RM� ČEFR�
the Chinese, to ‘Star Wars’. We humans seem to be able to empathize 
UGRF�FSK?L�QSċCPGLE
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That revolutionary narrative also pervades the culture in Vietnam. It’s 
a deliberate, albeit rather hackneyed, revolutionary narrative imposed 
through the educational system, the propaganda posters and billboards, 
?LB�RFC�KCBG?���LB�GR�GQ�RFGQ�GBC?�RF?R�'�UMPI�GLRM�RFC�ČJK
�?�AMLTCPQ?RGML
�
activated by a sense of urgency and fueled by characters needing to rise 
from their oppressive condition. I thought it’d be an interesting scenario 
to imagine that the wandering ghost of the last rhino poached in Vietnam 
in 2010 would approach, in order to recruit, the last giant softshell turtle 
ILMUL�RM�F?TC�FCJNCB�MLC�MD�RFC�ČPQR�IGLEQ�MD�4GCRL?K�BCDC?R�RFC�!FGLCQC�
by bringing him a sword from the bottom of the lake. 

ZB: I’m curious about your claiming a ‘defeatist’ position with this project. I mean, 
we need to start unpacking the reason as to why these animals are hunted. The 
human perception of these animals are near mythical - their perceived ‘power’ 
?L�GLRPGLQGA�BPGTC�DMP�RFCGP�čCQF��?LB�RFSQ�RP?BGRGML?J�KCBGAGLC�KGLCQ�RFC�QNGPGRS?J�
power of these animals as a necessary element of self-cultivation). Is self-
cultivation ‘defeatist’? Where does this idea of ‘self-cultivation’ originate?

TAN: We can not imagine a world without humans. It’s beyond us. 
It's the bug in our programming. It’s our trap and our downfall…  
“Cogito Ergo Sum/I think therefore I am”. Therefore, to attempt to present 
a scenario of a world devoid of humans [a world where “I am not” or “We 
are not”] to which the ones to gain something from such a presentation 
are humans themselves, is a paradox. That’s my initial reasoning behind 
thinking of it as a defeatist exercise. Maybe it’s an existential question. 
Why would we want to, or why would anybody think we need to, imagine 
?�UMPJB�UGRFMSR�FSK?LQ��5C�TC�AMKC�AJMQC
�?Q�CVCKNJGČCB�GL�RFC�NMNSJ?P�

apocalyptic narratives like ‘The Walking Dead’ or ‘I Am Legend’ or ‘The Road’ 
or ‘28 Days Later’, the list goes on and on. But in these stories, there are still 
humans, and they “live on” in order to tell or re-tell the story. I’d be interested 
RM�QCC�?�ČJK�UGRFMSR�?LW�RP?AC�MD�FSK?LQ�?R�?JJ
�LMP�CTCL�XMK@GCQ�MP�FSK?L�
J?LES?EC�TMGAC�MTCPQ��&?Q�?LW@MBW�?RRCKNRCB�RM�K?IC�?�ČJK�QNCAGČA?JJW�DMP�
animals to watch? If not, that would be my next project. 

As much as I am fascinated with the question of why humans target certain 
animals and push them to extinction, I am also aware that the reasons we 
do such things, on a higher level, will never be answered. Our relationship 
with the animal world is complex. We have developed with the animal world 
for over hundreds of thousands of years. There are things that have become 
embedded in our mental programming. 

Animist beliefs have been so weaved into Vietnam’s cultural fabric that we can 
see how evident these beliefs are in today’s social-cultural situation. Through 
?LGKGQR�@CJGCDQ�RFCPC�U?Q�?�BGċCPCLR�PCJ?RGMLQFGN�RM�RFC�L?RSP?J�UMPJB��.CMNJC�
were humbled by the cycles of life and death in ways that kept a certain 
balance. But it’s also a double-edged sword. While animist beliefs gave us a 
sense of respect and humility to the natural world in the past, the economic 
systems that pervade and determine our motivations now have turned those 
beliefs into reasons for consumption.

We understand that there are myths - such as rhino horn cures cancer or that 
tiger bone makes you stronger. These become starting points to causes of 
CVRGLARGML
�K?ELGČCB�@W�RFC�BCTCJMNKCLR�MD�RFC�CAMLMKGCQ�GL�NJ?ACQ�UFGAF�
have brought the level of consumption to critical levels. We consume. We now 
ČLB�U?WQ�RM�BCJGTCP�RFC�KC?LQ�MD�AMLQSKNRGML�?Q�CĎAGCLRJW�?Q�NMQQG@JC�?LB�GL�
as much quantity as possible. And maybe that’s the real issue at stake. 

The irony of self-cultivation is that it is defeatist. The more we attempt to 
make the human better, the more we make the situation for humans worse 
The more we know the more we realize we don’t know. Our evolution is our 
de-evolution. I remember during a conversation once that you said, “Man’s 
imagination is the death of him.” I completely agree. Our imagination has 
helped us survive but it’s also lead us to extinction, a complete destruction 
MD�MSP�NJ?LCR��+P��0FGLM�GL�RFC�ČJK�NSRQ�GR�LGACJW�UFCL�FC�Q?WQ�RF?R��"GQAMTCPW�
is a human concept. Humans like to discover so that they could exploit and 
destroy.”

8-#� 322��8 ���'�PCACLRJW�U?RAFCB�� J?BC�0SLLCP��������'R�GQ�?L�SRRCPJW�BCQMJ?RC
�
yet stunningly alluring landscape that is pictured, where a replicant is tasked to 
hunt down and kill ‘the child’ – the miracle controversy of a union between a human 
and a machine. As the narrative unfolds we are taken to several psychological and 
physical spaces that sit on the edge of human habitat, where love and lust are 
ČEKCLRQ�MD�NCPACNRGML���NCPACNRGMLQ�J?PECJW�CLF?LACB�MP�SLBCPKGLCB�@W�?�LC?P�
blind adherence to the realm of technology and its supposed capacity to give life 
eternal. I walked out of the cinema with images of your Empty Forest foremost in 
my mind – sculptures of endangered animals in near-Frankenstein experiments, 
their valued body parts re-assembled in forms uncannily recalling ancient Greek 
?PAFCRWNCQ��RFGLI�RFC�FMPQC�K?L��ACLR?SP��MP�RFC�EM?R�K?L��Q?RWP����$MP�KC
�RFC�
link between the dark American wasteland populated in 'Blade Runner', and your 
Vietnamese tropic of post-Disneyesque neglect in Empty Forest, is that both 
J?LBQA?NCQ�?PC�L?PP?RCB�@W�RFC�LC?P�CVRGLAR���MLJW�GL�WMSP�ČARGML�RFC�L?PP?RMP�GQ�
LMR�RFC�K?AFGLC
�@SR�RFC�čCQF��?LB�RFC�DMASQ�GQ�LMR�RM�?LLGFGJ?RC��RFC�AFGJB�
�@SR�
to press pause and interrogate this potential ‘hybrid’. In your Empty Forest the 
interrogation takes place not in a courtroom or a medical clinic, but a kind of 
XMM�UFCPC�?�QCPGCQ�MD�QASJNRSP?J�@C?QRQ�?LB�ČJKGA��BMASKCLRQ��?PC�K?BC�?JJ�RFC�
more complex when I remind myself that this is actually a landscape unfolding 
not in the presumed private pleasure of a menagerie, but in the public space of a 
contemporary art gallery. But what is the purpose of this ‘interrogation’ – what 
exactly is the potential crime?

23ϙ,��,"0#5�,%37ϯ,��2�,���'R�Q�D?QAGL?RGLE
�RFC�CVRCLR�RM�UFGAF�KCBG?�
MAASNGCQ�MSP�KCLR?JQA?NCQ�?LB�RFC�CVRCLR�RM�UFGAF�ČJKQ�JGIC�� J?BC�0SLLCP��
can inject these sublime landscapes into our psyche… I just recently saw 
�5?P�DMP�RFC�.J?LCR�MD�RFC��NCQ��������
�RFC�J?QR�GL�?�LCUCP�RPGJMEW�@?QCB�SNML�
RFC�MPGEGL?J�LMTCJ�UPGRRCL�GL������@W�$PCLAF�UPGRCP
�.GCPPC� MSJJC�� MSJJC�Q�
LMTCJ�?LB�RFC�K?LW�ČJK�?B?NR?RGMLQ�@?QCB�SNML�RFC�LMTCJ
�CVNJMPC�?�DSRSPC�
scenario where apes become the ‘intelligent’ species on Earth and rule over 
FSK?LQ�� 1M� GR� GQ� RFPMSEF� RFCQC� ČARGML?J� L?PP?RGTCQ
� N?PRGASJ?PJW� RFPMSEF�
QAG�Č
� RF?R� UC� FSK?LQ� F?TC� @CESL� RM� GK?EGLC� QACL?PGMQ� MD� CVRGLARGML
�
an end to the world inhabited and pushed to ruin by human egotism and 
AMLQSKNRGML��-D� AMSPQC�MSP�QAG�Č�L?PP?RGTCQ�QRGJJ� NMQGR� RFC�FSK?L�?R� RFC�
center, or a force to be reckoned with at the center of the narrative. If there 
was a crime, it is that. That we have always put ourselves at the center and 
it’s now unraveling. Although my instinct wouldn’t be to impose a moral 

judgement upon the context, but I do understand your metaphor of ‘crime’ 
here in this instance. Still, it seems ‘crime’ might be too ironic, since it is 
NPCAGQCJW�FSK?LGRW�RF?R�UGJJ�QSċCP�DPMK�GRQ�MUL�CEMRGQRGA?J�U?WQ�MD�QSPTGT?J�

ZB: ... and curiously enough your Empty Forest is thus deliberately devoid of 
FSK?LQ��?LB�JGIC��5?P�DMP�RFC�.J?LCR�MD�RFC��NCQ��WMS�GLTCQR�GL�RFC�L?PP?RGTC�MD�
the hunted and oppressed. 

I liken your exhibition as a scene of interrogation, for these objects and images 
remind how human desire and belief could be argued as the core crime of 
AMLQAGMSQLCQQ��RFGLI�RFC�FGQRMPW�MD�QJ?TCPW�?LB�AMJMLG?J�CVNJMGRQ��MP�RFC�NCPQGQRCLAC�
MD�QCV�RP?ĎAIGLE
�LMR�RM�KCLRGML�RFC�AMPC�RMNGA�FCPC�MD�CLB?LECPCB�UGJBJGDC��� SR�
here, we have solicited ‘useful’ information from these creatures, these animals 
NMQQCQQGLE� QNGPGRS?J� QGELGČA?LAC� NPMNMSLBCB� @W� RP?BGRGML?J� KCBGAGLC� GL� !FGL?�
and Vietnam. Despite the fact that pangolin scale and rhino horn have chemical 
equivalents today, it is the belief that these substances are divined from these 
creatures that traditional medicine implies heals human ailments. As you say, this 
placing of ourselves at the center is now unraveling, you picture an aftermath of 
this ‘use’, and it’s a surreal dimension of hybrid mementos, experiments perhaps 
SLČLGQFCB�MP�WCR�RM�@CEGL��'�UMLBCP�GD�WMSP�CKNJMWKCLR�MD�RFC��FW@PGB��GQ�GL�QWLCPEW�
MP�PCčCARGML�MD�4GCRL?KCQC�QNGPGRS?J�@CJGCDQ�

TAN: The installation in the gallery is an attempt to imagine a world without 
humans. It’s a defeatist proposition. It’s actually humans that complete the 
work.  

3LJGIC� RFC� GLQR?JJ?RGML� GL� RFC� CVFG@GRGML
� RFC� RUM�AF?LLCJ� ČJK� GRQCJD� GQL�R�
devoid of humans although it foregrounds a multitude of animal forms - 
living, dead, preserved, replicated, hybridized and imagined. The viewing 
experience might be that the scenes are devoid of humans because we, 
as humans, have such an obsession with the animal form that we might 
QMKCFMU�MTCPJMMI�RFC�NCMNJC�KMTGLE�UGRFGL�RFC�DP?KCQ��2FC�ČJK�BCQGPCQ�RM�
bring to the surface the complex relationship between humans and animals. 
It’s a twisted relationship to say the least, fraught with contradictions and 
saturated with dependency and violence. Our human histories and the 
narratives that have come out of those histories are very much about the 



So… “What is an object?” and “Why are objects made?” Here I’m not 
interested in ‘function’ as much as I’m interested in ‘purpose’ and ‘power’.

The idea of the object made for devotion is interesting here. Devotional 
objects not only have lives, but they have spirits and histories. There’s a 
continuity in their narrative. They are animated and are imbued with the 
supernatural, like ‘linh’ in the case of Vietnamese traditions. And so they 
CK@MBW�RFC�NMRCLRG?J�RM�?ċCAR�MSP�K?RCPG?J�UMPJB��2FCQC�NMUCPQ�RFCL�?PC�
utilized at certain moments as forms of resistance, and at other moments 
as forces of consumption.

On the other hand, the idea of the ‘testimonial object’ gives me another 
way of thinking about objects. Marianne Hirsch expands, “The study 
of such personal and familial material remnants calls for an expanded 
understanding of testimony. Such remnants carry memory traces from the 
past, to be sure, but they also embody the very process of its transmission.”� 
Although the testimonial object holds a power to history and memory 
similar to the devotional object, it is unlike the devotional object in that it 
tells a human story.

Between the ‘devotional object’ and the ‘testimonial object’ is where much 
of my making process is situated. I believe that both the ‘devotional object’ 
as well as the ‘testimonial object’ can enact a sort of resistance, in the same 
way that anthropologists have considered Vietnamese supernaturalisms 
as having resisted political oppression throughout several colonial eras. 

In that vein, most of the objects in the Empty Forest  project are 
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concrete animal statues of all sizes and placed in various public and private 
spaces, we began to work with the craftsmen there to produce new animal 
forms. We intervened in the regular process of production to catch these 
objects in mid-creation, somewhere between being recognizable but not 
complete and whole, 'mutating' their process a bit to craft these hybrid 
animals. 
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multiple processes of adaptation. Mutation is adaptation and so thus also is 
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hybridity. I think of the many groups of people that have had to ‘hybridize’ or 
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have similarly had to go through mutational processes in their practices 
and their identities to survive inside particular oppressive political states.

ZB: “Man’s imagination is the death of him” - I think I was referring to the ironic 
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AMLRPMJ�� RFC� SLGTCPQC� ?LB� GRQ� A?N?AGRW� �GR� ?JQM�K?BC� SQ� FSK?LQ� DCCJ� EMB�JGIC���
Something to pin human hope in the possibility of another life-form, another 
biosphere to ‘discover’... But I think we must give more recognition to the role 
of imagination in generating self-cultivation that is respectful of the fragility of 
humanity and its habitat. Discovery may be a human concept dialectically, as your 
Mr. Rhino points out, but it is precisely this notion of ‘discovery’ that is at the centre 
of most foundational myth and the moral tale of the hero. Here I’m reminded 
of Joseph Campbell who shares, “Furthermore, we have not even to risk the 
adventure alone, for the heroes of all time have gone before us. The labyrinth is 
thoroughly known. We have only to follow the thread of the hero path, and where 
UC�F?B�RFMSEFR�RM�ČLB�?L�?@MKGL?RGML
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thought to slay another, we shall slay ourselves. Where we had thought to travel 
outward, we will come to the center of our own existence. And where we had 
thought to be alone, we will be with all the world” 1��7MSP�+P�0FGLM�?LB�+?B?KC�
Turtle are the heros of your Empty Forest and they recall the revolutionary thinking 
of 20th Century protagonists, such as Emiliano Zapata and Fidel Castro. Mr Rhino 
particularly wants to know that his violent end similarly stands for something, 
in the same way these famous protagonists are also recalled in time of socio-
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a lady) that resounds with ‘reason’ - she harkens Mr Rhino towards sympathy 
when she says, “The key is that the Vietnamese have  been treated like us, like 
“animals” they would say. They’ve been exploited for their labor, Beaten because 
the color of their skin, murdered for wanting freedom by their oppressors. 
Like us. They will understand. We must align with them.” It is this kind of ‘self-
cultivation’ - respect for what was before and what provides, understanding the 
collective responsibility to individual action - that  I think is grossly missing from 
the assessment of violence in our world that you so strikingly depict. 

In this exhibition, the hybrid sculptures are an amalgamation of not only natural 
and man-made material, but in form also refer to the stylistic compositions of 
cultural rituals – such as a domestic Buddhist shrine or the animal statues that 
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‘guard’ a home, as feng shui elements. Such objects recall the research of Thien 
Do into Vietnamese supernaturalism, where he states “... the way a deity or 
spirit is sensed and appreciated, or judged to be worthy of attention, to be feared 
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their important characteristics… However while supernatural power is believed 
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prone to human manipulation. One of the means of manipulation is divination. The 
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individual fortunes.”2. It is this ‘linh’ that imbues the faith in traditional medicine, 
and thus the plight of many endangered wondrous species ‘used’ in its rituals of 
healing. Does the presence of such traditional ritualized objects recall or mean 
something personally to you?

TAN: ‘Linh’ suggests powers beyond the physical and material, beyond 
the human. Ironically, such powers get manipulated by the human. 
Human narratives imbue objects with ‘linh’ and hence “linh" is prone 
to manipulation. When Thien Do suggests, “...the way a deity or spirit is 
sensed and appreciated, or judged to be worthy of attention,” it points again 
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gets co-opted by the worldly. In other words, the immaterial gets co-opted 
by the material. Isn't this such a strange and fascinating paradox? This 
paradox sits at the crux of the Empty Forest project. Can we re-imbue ‘linh’ 
with a larger purpose beyond the human. Can we ‘mutate’ this power to 
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In the last several years I’ve started to really look at the objects in my life 
and in my surroundings. I’ve started to bring an acute sort of awareness 
to objects, realizing I’m not only drawn to their formal qualities, but I’m 
fascinated with the life of objects. Almost everything in our lives are objects. 
Very few things are not objects, and even those things, like digital images 
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as screens or projectors), to be seen, to exist. We are consumed by objects 
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